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pt, prt Dpnen Tras 

ys 
Much of tiis book i@ filler. Rept ien arty is it filler given 

the alleged purpose of the book, the stated purpose, the ponly legen wl 

ny 8 Many {rPrat. obit — 
putpoge it vsm dyserve,bring new information to fight, G atwas ” 

not knowly earlier,or to provide new tn formation about the death. 

hid beer 
Neither of which re—hreet done in what 7 “have examined and 

neither is Likely in what #% label filler, to make the book 

4, 420 cr 

thicker and to mae ae 1670k like what is not and @never be, 

aw j h 

an asszassinate expert. What he has already published nakesp Jat 

impossible. It also pfebyroves thsa™ that he has no preal interes? 

in ljthe subjéct or he would not have depended on the literary 

slop abaeabout that terrible. -ctime |; instead of what is dependable, 
+ aowttiwt fhet 1a Ledsy cluk tH * opie a fUcerdo , 

Jpius* the-pffowiel<acvount- about which he seems to be enftirely 

° jerrora 



& 
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i an: oe moranc that cannot be cepted-—indee cannot ignorant, ad ¥ ue Meee kk be a ie yet Lug Jie Lyn py tiny bie! PMs or 

be tolerated ee supoosedly thatis.what—his—book~is_abous. 
TT Vv 

His al ome does net in any way gen intend whaj; Fetzer lurle 
wep 7 bw teers 

pene oromises in his sdbeagat. His Part I i 17- 1184 bes 
\l 4 

Vgoveabeis je 1963: A dhronology" by David doa 115 (pages 17ff) 

d "58, at esses: A \ Delay, a, Bln Street. ‘(nages 119ff.) 
Cie et dad nevid? Pwd pareo 7 “‘Otot, brine] $4 Kh pee heed totter. 

4 Clearly both are of vane past, the very dim past, and 

are not the chapter titles than can present what Fetzer promises 

in his subtifle . The titlé/“which in reality, the “7 book is 
inner 

cyt . ffuew 

not about, also 28 so vague eee mek he cun include# im mad 
soit yi LUA? bo ne mae i EY) 

ae anything at allUcthat he can believe weletes \o the addassination. 
ih Z 

Which he refers to as a death, not an assassination. hiv Lt fYlé 
4 Lame, ; 

Fetzer's note at the beginning of what Wood wrote tells 

us not a thing about Wood but he does tell osu that this 

Wood chrololosy was intended Yor a play that Wood ivever wroté. 

When I read it I wrote "nonsense" after it and by content and 

as part of what ‘etzer says Kthis book is aboit, if; is nonsense. 

This is how it begins, In it Wood makes it clear that he . 

a puri atten ~ 1 Shinty ~ fit yes OHe 

does not intend a serious wprk about the assassink 
J ce, 

art Se 

sin 22 November 1963 
L 

LAMA a Ai 2 1) fel ii 12:00 AM Nine Secret Service agents drinking at Pat Kirkwood’s bar the 
iE “Cellar Door” in Fort Worth, Texas. A sign on the wall of the — 

A San + a, Lee nightclub reads: “EVIL SPELLED BACKWARDS IS LIVE.” Several 
“ fi be G. of the women serving liquor to the agents are strippers from Jack yong Ruby's Carousel Club. (Pat Kirkwood is a licensed pilot and owns a 

twin-engine plane. He will fly to Mexico hours after JFK's 
ssassination.) 

n Madrid, Spain today—the CIA reports hearing from a Cuban 
journalist who claims to have received a letter stating that GPIDEAL 
[President Kennedy] will be killed today. 

In today’s issue of Life magazine, Clint Murchison’s lawyers, 
Bedford Wynne and Thomas Webb, are named as members of the 
“Bobby Baker Set.” Wynne is already under federal investigation 
concerning government funds he is receiving through a Murchison 
family corporation, some of which have ended up as payoffs (via 

Thomas Webb) to the law firm of Bobby Baker. [Baker is LBJ's right’ « 
hand man. Murchison’s empire overlaps with that of Mafia financial 
wizard Meyer Lansky and Teamster leader Jimmy Hoffa} | t)
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&, What in the world does any of this - a single word of it- 

have to do with the assassination, leave alone that promised 

new information about it and about the death? 

Even if, aside from the slur, Wood intends to argue, s#int 

without saying wz a word about it, that Secret Service agents, 

unlike all other people, ought not be spermitted to relax with a 

drink after the day's taxing worpk, 

What is the relevance, if true, that the waitresses, who 

Wood does not give tiat name, are stippers-and that in Jack 

Rubyl's place? (tye The serve sikultantously in two places miles apart?) 

Nothing but panother slur. 

Or that Kirkwood #6 is a pilot. 

Who is going so fly to Mexico City. 

Nes Can it be believed that if the CIA had received any 

report os a planned Presidntial assassin - particularly if £ 

from a Cuban - there wo uld not be a word about this to the 

Warren Commission? 

And it w#fowould not have made the papers and electronic news? 

What in the world #difference does it make if, in fact, 

Clint Eeckiean's lawyers "are named (sic) as members of the 

‘euilen ee Set’" or that one of those lawyers, if true,"is 

already under federl investigation....?" 

What possible relevance is there in the resg of this @& 

nonsense that follows? 

Where is there any possible connection with either the 

assassination of thirty-five years ago or with the Fetzer promise 

an the (titre of his book? 

There is none, ynone at all-none even possible. 

No self-respecting writer (and scholar) would include this
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kid of pap in a serious book. None without contempt for his 

readerg would, either. 

This alone should disqualify Wood III's irrdbevancies 

from includsion in any serious work. 

Even if all that pap is accurate. 

As it is fnot. ; play: 

Not a word in it has-or can have-any> te=<sin any serious 

workk, leave alone with one with the deliberately deceiving and 
ee 

misleading title Fetzer attached to his, an obvious sucker—b at 7 

bet to a ttract sales 26 Ee and worse. 

Worse than having no #erelevance at all, what follows is 

not acourate- and one of th e functions of an editor is to eartals 

such things. It is wrong on Oswald's night, on his rousing, 

and his departuer, so what function does Fetzer have except to 

\Ase the pap he picks up in a decceptive effort to make a name 

for. himself as an assassination authority? 

With this alone, there is no point in being Fetzer-like 

and wasting any more time on the Wood III pap. Which at its best 

tis Space-filler is.. My copy of the book is highlighted and 
a 

annotated for scholars gpof the fu ture. A hundred and two pges of 

Pit yet! And not a word of it within the Fetzer promise. 

And it tees up almgmost a quarter of this disgusting bo%e } 

that does mot serve and cannot serve what simple honesty requires, 

Fetzer's pro/mise to Yel it and ggive himself a reputation he 

does not have and neither of his books can give him among the 

‘Ay few who are authentic gexperts. 

As I turn the vages I cannot avoid some of the gross lies 

thzt remain gross lies when Wood III uses them. One example: 

a’ bre
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Harrison Edward Livingstone, Killing The Truth, reports that once 

Zapruder turns his undeveloped movie film over to the printing lab, 
copies are immediately duplicated and distributed as follows: 

. FBI lab 

. Dallas FBI office 

. Washington, DC, FBI office 

. Henry Wade 
. Dallas Police 

and 7: Two copies for the two couples who owned the film lab 
; ' . Secret Service copy r 2] 
| 9. Somewhere along the line, H.L. Hunt had his copy from the start, p “fe 33! 

\ 

O
A
N
W
A
W
N
E
 

No legitinmate scholar. no authentic subject-wmamatter 

Q 
ble to 

‘ 

expert would take Livingstone's word even on the weather. 

Any one with ordinary common sense would not \ 

afkcept that atrocity of the sicijk-in-the-heam Livingstone who 

could evolve so large a deliberate dishonesty, so infamously 

false and intended to do harm to others, the others who fhave 

no opportunity to undo the deliberate harm of an ill-intended 

dishonest writer who in that bo ok is an unending deliberate liar. 

Most of whi gh is obvious. a 

Ang and in this Wood III contibution to Féetzer's disgrace- 

fully bad a book, where does the supvosed editor, Fetzer, with 

that real responsibility of real editors, where does he have 

all of this he is too ignorant to know is not only false but 

* / 1 “Ty ye 

is absolutely snpossiblef Under thejioient of the assasstionation - thet 

When, of OVcourse, it would have been physically impossible if any 

of it had been realf At 12:30 p.m. ! 

Livingstone is a cited sourée. bWe do get to a few of those 

® sources. j 
; nae 

(It is two and a half pages more before sWO0bDLit%Fetzer have 

the first shot fired!) a 

Three pages after Wood Yi, /Fetzer mention a sezond shot, 

7 . 

which they say is in the neck, they add, 4411 under that some 

time listing,"Another series of shots rings out"({page 39).
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Finally,, after mony pages overfl, lowing with total 

irrelevancies and gross inaccuracies, on oage 40, in capital 

letters," TAK IS FATALLY HIRE TDN. THE HEAD BY GUNFIRE." 

Nobody dreamed that Liuas by i frehmalliLews. 

Even on simple locations, Wood III/Fetzer cannoot be trusted. 

They dsay of the Terminal ex Post Of: ‘fice that it is "on 
([t bya pety [409 | 

the south side of DeaJey Plaza. Ebel below that. its address 
70 aAsTin . 

is 217 south Heseyos St. Its western edge is at the mass 

of railroad tracks (page 49). 
U 

How much Wood III/Fetzer can be trustedis what is qjoted 

from p age 64, is that the three tramps are"Charles Rogers 

(a.k.a. Richard Montoya), Charles Harrelson and Chauncey Holt." 

As we saw “Yea arlier Rdetzer cannut even count when it comes to 

those tramps, leave alone get the m right so long after tnat 

was public and he had to do no work to leern the fact. 

"Of the four bullePts eventually extracted from Tippit's 

body..."(page 74). There was no delay in removing th ose bullets 

from Yiopit's poryy as soon at as it got to the hospital. Angthere 

were only fosrea/insuae his body. ae other was picked up from 

where he was shot. 

Simple. hasic facts That are welfiI- known are too much £% 

for these demon investugatdl's most of con investigawion Beans 

roto be what they régad in poor sources or just g@made ups. 

‘Under 5:05 p.m. Wood III/Fetzer f{aunt their ignorance 

and their carelessnes and still again, where it shouly be essential, 

they cite no source put line estensible source, and they can! tget 

that simple but greatest of assassination frauds straight, although 

they treat it as try true when it was not true and was impossible:
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—THis-is- vertylodistorted and tw 

edly sj0PM 

prey f Wed _—?/ Air Force Base to Bethesda Naval Hospital; age 105 ). 

i /! 

< gee € Higted Zeer the app 
ook Best .vidence-Ti—wasneither, 

Controversy has surrounded this flight of Air Force One almost from 
the moment it touches down at Andrews Air Force Base. The fact that 
it arrives one-half hour late leads to speculation that the President's 

body was either tampered with during the {light or was removed from 

the colfin, spirited from the plane at Andrews, secretly placed aboard 
a nearby Army helicopter, and flown somewhere else to afford 

members of the conspiracy an opportunity to alter Kennedy's wounds 

before the autopsy. A second possibility is that the President's body 
was removed from Air Force One while it was still at Love Field before 
departing Dallas. 

Jacqueline and Robert Kennedy depart ina GRAY navy ambulance 

for Bethesda Naval Hospital with bronze casket. William Greer drives 
the ambulance carrying the President's official coffin from Andrews 

TPT wae To Belane Lan eerns -lanncihac Newmnld ta REK ac haine 

ed from the mon-umental 

_ Lifton made it 

wis is were distorted and twisted from the monumental 

Lift@yn fraud in his book NBws Best Evidence. It is neither. 

fiat it made LiftoN a rich man. 

APA was not 

nothing to do with Lifton' s fabrication. 

a half hour late and that alleged delay had 

&. 
it was not a "speculation." Itt was a complet and a totally 

impossible fabrication. 

The Lifton fraud did not incluude alteration of the body 

when 3% the planey-was in flight. That would not have been 

easy with the 

people, for almost the entire flight by hi ws widownks . 

VLU 
casket not—even not protected by some of Kennedy's 

In tis evil Lifton commercialization oft the assassination 

the body was not "flown somewhere else" for the alleged but 

impossible body alteration. Lifton is specific in stating 

an Army helcopter took the body to Walter Reed AY my Hospital. 

It likewise is not true that the widow and brother were 

in the ambulance wthat carried an empty casket, as Lifton also 

knew from his source for the simple error from which he made 

up all that he made up, what was so evil a thing to do but 

what yielded wealth for him he could not have gé‘egotten in any 
honest way.
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When I turned the page I was surprised at the number of 

annotations I placed on it when I read this guck that letzer 

had so high an opinion of. I repeat only one of the many, 

that Wood III/Fetzer repeat the Bitton Webrientiotas though 

they were fact wen théy an ftnnoas Lifton, still again knew: 

the body was not in @ bofy bag, which Wood III capitalized, 

and the ambulance that had carried the widow and others drove 

(oft and got lost. Neither is true 

£ This endless Wood III/Fetzer series of unsourced distortionas 

and misreprvsentations ends with the Fetzer ¥Yreproduction of 

the erroneous newspaper map of the motorcad#® route and thes 4 * lip owe? 

proud eidilaied of the proud Fywetzer standing next to that 

forger who 1s to hivm with lies that Fetzer liked. 

"50 Witnesses: Delay on Es Syreet" follovs ( ‘ages 119ff). 

It, too, is dated, of the past, merely more padding. I+ 

includes not a word thet has a single thing to do whth what 

Fetzer promised in his title. 

How san tnere be in this gaading to give the book some size 
t 

" Fa 

anything thatis "We g-Know NQW that We Didngt now Then" or 
i¥ 

"About he Death of Kennedy"? It is one 6 f two essays by Vicent 

wer Hf 
Palamara that Fetzer uses when shis is true of both of mnem_ thy oe p 4 

Fetzer's advance "editor's note” ters us much, particularly 

about subject-matter ignorance by both Fetzer and Palamara:



‘ (Editor's note: Vincent Palamara has been immersed in the study of the assassina 

tion since his youth, but became a serious student of the case in 1988, the 25t 

observance of the death of JFK. He has undertaken extensive research on at leas: 

. three aspects of the case, including the role of the Secret Service, the medical evi- 

».dence, and eyewitness reports of events in Dealey Plaza. In this study, Palamara 

summarizes the reports of 59 witnesses who reported observing the Presidential 

limousine either slowing dramatically or coming to a complete halt alter bullets 

began to be fired. This supports allegations that photographic evidence, including - 

eyewitnesses are correct, then, since the Zapruder film does not include frames 

that correspond to their reports, those frames—at the very least—must have been 

the Zapruder film, has been subjected to extensive alteration, and also reflects the 

/ level of protection that the Secret Service provided JFK that day. Specifically, if the 
| 

excised from the film. Moreover, since eyewitness testimony is required in courts 

of law to establish the admissability of photographs and films, as the Prologue 

explains, conflicts between them are to be resolved in favor of the eyewitnesses. { iO ae {I 7) 

What Palarama says about "the role of the Secret Service" 

is ignorant, paranoid and indecent. They had no "role" and despite 

his hints had nothing to do with the assassination. 

Fetzer's language in his talking about people who believed 

the limousine came é[lose to stopping, a widespread disageement 

that did exist, again reflects his ignjorance," after xhex 

bullets negan to be fired. ly" "hat firing did not last long 

-penough for that "began" nonsense. It could have been as little 

as 4.6 seconds and there is widsespeead agreement that it was 

less than six seconds. 

Whatever Fetzer may mean by "this" it"supoorts"nothing Wat all. 

And above all it does not "support" that “the Zapruder film 

"photographis eWidence, including the Zapruder film, had been 

subjected to extensive alteration." Fetzer also pontificatesfor ait. 

the world as though he had the slightest knowledge about what he 

dspouts off about, that it " reflects the level of protection that 

the Secret Service provided JFK that day." If this is not enough 

Slander of the men who daily lay their lives on the line to 

protect presidents, Fetzer adds what did not help him get his 

igotorate of which he is so excessively proud, "Seecifically,if 

av 
the eyewitnesses are corect, then, since the Zapruder film does
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? - a 
y ac 4 Bg , 

or i] oy 
Anyi i Lo / A LO re F 

2. tupidd etzer n i i It is just plain stupidy Neither is to praise it. it is j x a aes 

; cur 
lid evidence. To repeat, they actually claim that perjury, soli , 

j j 1S sup ne 

t es 20 That cannot be the rule of any court and Fetzer do & 

not quote any such rule. 

A . are D 

U 
a, 8 

Lo. 
pte 

mythis, 24 2001. f Washingtonn Post of the day I write a ZApek, 15, as pti ° 

& - The te yhthe headline and the first Shree paragraphs. They quo / 

fusing to tate without equivocation that a prosecutor was refusing s 

policeman: 
on ee 

A Prince George’s County police offi- 
; , 9 . “ cer who admitted he lied while testifyin ‘ for the defense in the federal civil rights 

] cers 
trial of two fellow officers has become the 

. 
third county officer in three months to be 

_ 
designated an unfit witness by local pros- , ; ecutors. 

nir ut S Prince George’s State’s Attorney Jack : B. Johnson said in an interview that Offi- cer Michael Cheeks’s admission makes . | him useless as a police witness, ult | “I would never vouch for the credibility 
U e 

/ of an officer who has lied in an official ca- ¥ Pacity,” said Johnson (D). ‘ 
e 

Cheeks testified March 7 on behalf of Officer Stephanie C, Mohr, who was on 
es Imon trial for deprivation of civil rights under " ! color of law and conspiracy stemming from a police dog attack in September 1995. 

\ 

Pr. George’s Prosecutor ! 
Bars T hree as Witnesses 

ea 
By Runal Casr. ah _ 
Washington Post Staff Writer 
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does nor include frames that correspond to their reports, those frames 

-qt the very least- must have been excised from the film. Moreover, 

since eyewitness is required in courts of lslaw to establish 

the admissability of photographs and film, as the Prologue 

explains, conflict $ between them are to be resolved in favoVY 

of the svawtocdswe * Hhetten, mwinot facpt. '2&A 

The slowing down or the stopping of the limousine was a 

matter of seconds wetwn the time the brakes were applied and 

th time the car took off again as rapidly as was possible for it. 

That limited time "supoorts" none of these manufactures by those 

who do not xknow or understand the abundance of official evidence 

not published by Wthe warren esmeominission. 

There is no support of any kind in whatever thesdassassination 

ignoramuses have in their minds from which it originates for 

any"alteration"at all, leave alone “extensive alteration." Inxt 

not only is not that simple, if the oppostunity existed, and 

in tihgathose fabriations, there was , in real life, no such 

Opportiunuty at all. mat is a long and complicated story but 

for this Fetzer stupifdity there is a simple proof, one that proves 

there was or that there could not have been alteration. It is in the 

background. If the film shows the regukar progression of the 

Camera xover that background, there has been no alteration. 

But for it to show any loss of backgroubd, that would be 

obvious immediately and not one of these people who seek to 

exploit and commercialize the assassination has found any such evidence. 
Lupiwtd 

— the imagined alteration to be “extensive,” that weu+d virtually 

jimp from the film, as it did not. 

™hese indecencies about the Secret Service are fictions. 

Its men did what they were supposed to do and they took orders
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took-orders from the President. / 

Like all politicians, he wanted to be seen by the people 

he went to vvisit so he could be seen. 

If when he wanted the plactic cover removed when the raain 

stogpped, the Secret Service had no choidgice and it removed 

thst Rauhe poh, that was not bullet proof in any event. 

4 iced judgement was correct and his visit to Dallas 

was a sensational success unvil what could not be anticipate, that 

he was shot and killed, end ali of that. 

Ba + Wpresidents do not tour the country they lead in tanks. 

Obviously, Sdrom any examination of the Zapruder film, and 

neither Fetzer nor Palamara reports any such personal examination, 

that so-called eyewitness testimony is not in accord with th fact. 

It is not, as Fetzer argued in his Prologue and again argueghere, 

automatic that eyewitness testimony automatically correct and 

is automatically accepted by the courts. In this case any examinations 

of the film proves tat that it, not those eyewitnessses, is correct. 

The eyewiyness testimony required by the courts is of ¥ 

identification of the film as the pho: togravher took it and as it 
Cont 

was offered to the c-strt, as Fetzer does notg state while he implies 

© 

what is not true. 

Ayowitnons testimony is not accpeted automatically. There 

has been, over the years, an enormous amount of eyewitness perjury 

and no court automatically accents perjury over proven eWcidence of 

@Yany kind. 

WaWhat “etzer does here is what he does w#unintendedly not 

infrequently in his essentially uninformed wr.ting in these two 

books, he without so inteNding, makes a spectacle of himself and
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hei ee ; Lo , | 1S subject—magematter ignorance and of his ignorance in generalf. 
i + 

s ‘ . 
« W/ “here is nothing abnormal in eyewitness disagreement inhat 

they d@saw and when they do ##jnot agree, as Fetzer also does not 
Cy ~ Mention, both cannot be correct and aukifatically accepted ‘o ver 

nN 

truthful technical testi mony. 

—_ A Or, there now is y no point in wasting any more tiie on thid 

Fetzer stupidity, which cannot and, of course, did not dom 

tprzanything at all to do the impossible, bring to light what 
i" NAA & 

I-a-bew. Or tells us what we did not know 4about the death, 

Pretty “Ach the same is true of the next essay, Douglas 

Weldon's essay titled "tT he Kennedy Limousine: Dallas 1963." 
4 

The title alone assures that it does not and cannot fe2 FetZ yer 

eke i this bookf/ whifat he promises in his subtitle@, not 

either part of it. To repeat still again because Fetzer does 

not even attempt Yto keep nis promifses , i is, "What We ne/Know 

hat We didn's Know hthen pabout the dDeath of JFK" fhages 129 ff), 

Weldon sates that “®he focus of this paper will con- 

scentrate on the damage done to the windshield of the #PresideNtial 
ca lpimousine "(page 131)< thus Weldon assures that his essay(which is 

—_-_— 

not fdated) §s no more than puffing @r for Fetzer's bookiip Le +” 

Lars e! dn aaa ong! cl peo ’ welt ene vA Ul ld 

cam ie vos 7, (] Gd Laney cle. 
Via “eta en GLO Wdess 

-This takes - another thirty pages ahand it is certai n 

{= 

that the limousine did not kill Kennsedy . After some pretty wild 

stuff, comes Palamara again, “nf s time with what he imagines 

His title is The Secret Service:On the about th: Secret Service.. 

ages 159ff). 
Job in we The best of part of it is that it ‘wastes only 

Sixteen pages. 

Oo 
Fetzer's “editor's nite" is Fetzer at his best: he assumes that
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f 

fa) . nike 2 . : / : yoo 
the Secret Service is Ww inviolved" in the assassination, ‘!/ Wee 

‘With Fetzer, blessed as he is with the most profound sub- 

ject ignorance, this must be where he ppouts his Ph.D. to use | 

[ Editor's note: Vincent Palamara, the leading student of the involvement of the 

Secret Service in the assassination, has been immersed in the study of the assas- 

* sination since his youth, but became a serious student of the case in 1988, the. 

25th observance of the death of JFK. He has undertaken extensive research onat 

least three aspects of the case: the role of the Secret Service, the medical evi- 

dence, and eyewitness reports of events in Dealey Plaza. This article consists of 

three studies of members of the Secret Service with crucial responsibilities in 

relation to Presidential security: (1) Floyd M. Boring, Assistant Special Agent in ats 

Charge of the White House Detail; (2) Emory Roberts, Agent in Charge of the 

Secret Service Detail in Dallas; and (3) William Greer, the driver of the Presiden- 

tial Lincoln limousine during the motorcade. |( jp whet S4). 
2 otzee's £3 oe et bese oo an orang de “Ba By : ee _ 

tzer's first sentence assumes that the Secret Service 
eeeyrnyere: 

xk hs . 

was involvdd in the assassination: Vincent Palamara, the leading 

dystudent of the involvdment of the Secret Service in the assassination 
‘ a ’ 4 ¥ : ' 

7 . en eet . ~ Hes : Pee ‘ ‘ ee 2 

eoeoee ‘ _ , 

He follows by naming three of those ‘agents who, he says, "had 

crucial réespopsibilities." 

Ignorance helps: "Boring fact i€ ‘pod hidsei? €7o ‘otdex 

the agents who were riding dn protective pasttlens ln the refar of 

Jit’ s Abie to dismount end réturn @ (sie) to the follow -up : 

Wem > car. chen fodeowe “ie attriburted this to the President's 

inetructione. Which. despite ¢ Pal arane sofort Te +h; 3 Which, despite the Palarama e_ifort to mke this 

[ft 
seem to be a lie, is the literal truth, ~ 2h has been well” 

known from the time of the assassinagion. we ~ 

| ‘There is no end to the insanity ‘and the factual errors , 

as in his saying that if che men had fieéh oa’ the edar bumper 

of ‘the limo they "would iave been able to protect JFK from, 

at the very least, ihe @atel head shot thee “uidendia fis rides 

hin(page 160). 9 a 
——} 

With geniuses jlike this at work their theorizing nefieds ano 
Poundets . ; . ee, 

ndation, but the only assumption thet can be made, absent any
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i 1 i is tuthat with a shot from high up, from edetails orovided, is 4 athe Bimmer ’ 

that sixthkLoor window, the men fould ‘have protected the President. 

The only possible meaning, if meaning there fan this frightful, 

libellous fabrication, is by the shot, bkhavitg a built-in 

Suidance system, could have geed and ha#wed and hit a Secret 

Service agent tnsteace oF the he, ent, who was some of 1p es Ay 
, A) bn pe 

front of the agent 4 Ron EAL . pocgM ded Ht iT 

Then comes an utterly irrational fabrication, an insane 

amplification of what & published three decade, earlier about 

that Milteer big-mouth. But Palama ra adds to the utterly ¥ 

irrelevant Milteetr: "Boring had to have been much aware of 

Joseph Milteer's threats "(page 161). There were no sweh Milteer 

"threats." He was suspeceted of organizing a racial disturbance 

in Miami, the Miami authorities taped him as he was running 

off at the mouth, dubs q@of the tape were given to both the FBI and 

the Secret Service , wan eye was kept on Milteer by the FBI 
wr TA Yuen _ . 

aut ana published those FBI reports, in facsimile ,in Frame-Up on 

pages 476ff, 

There is more of this craziness but there is no need for 

a / , 
it save as measure ofwhat that Ph.D. can do for s subject- 

ngatter ignoramus when he ignores his own ignorance and seeks 

to make a false reputation for himsel?. He is full of his libel, 

the intention being clear, when he says: 

Part Il. The Strange Actions (and Inaction) 
of Agent Emory Roberts 

During the last five years or so, I have often been asked, “What agent or 
agents are you most suspicious of?” in relation to the tragic events of 22 Novem- 
ber 1963. I have always answered: “There are three agents al the top of my list: 
Bill Greer, Floyd Boring, and Emory Roberts.” My research into Bill Greer [1] 
and Floyd Boring [2] has been well covered in the pages of several journals and 

% in my manuscript, The Third Alternative—Survivor’s Guilt: The Secret Service and 
| the JFK Murder. However, Emory P. Roberts merits the same scrutiny, if not more 
so; a look at his role is now in order{ pP age b¢ ) 4 

i 
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professor, of philosophy, with 
Pe ac fe 

ould publish this kind of 

Is it mot to wonder how the 
is is A a 

that Ph.D. of whi:ch he is fs 
-—— 

really foul libe 1 with no basis for it other than the sick 

suspicions of a man whose suspicions are not rational,augmented by a few 

factual errors. 
AWhat we heve seen cf the first two Parts of t®#rkauks 

Fetzer's book is more than a thord of it and there is nothing 
{ 4. iC a 

-at all in it that is worth anytnéng other than contempt cand comolin atv 

There is not a thing that q@bears any relationship to Fetzer's 

promise in his subtitle. 

Worse, there is nothing in it that is even rational.


